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"If you don't move forward
you begin to move backward“
Mikhail Gorbachev

Is it time for a construction industry shift?
Digital transformation (Definition, Business values &
Adaption strategies)

Companies are the industry shift spearhead

Industry Shift
Framework

The industry as a whole needs to drive the shift
Government role in the construction shift

Looking ahead…

Industry Shift
Framework

Actors

Areas of Development

Company

Technology materials and tools
Technology,
Processes and operations
Strategy and business model innovation
People, organization and culture
People

Sector

Industry collaboration
Joint industry marketing

Government

Regulation and policies
Public procurement
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Actors
Actors

(Future) Best Practices

Company

Technology
Processes
Strategy
People

Sector

collaboration
marketing

Government

Regulation
procurement

•
•
•
•
•
•

Advanced building and finishing materials
Standardized modularized and prefabricated components
(Semi-)automated construction equipment
New construction technologies, e.g. 3D printing
Smart and life-cycle-optimizing equipment
Digital technologies and big data along the value chain
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(Future) Best Practices

Actors
Actors

Company

Technology
Processes
Strategy
People

Sector

•
•
•
•
•
collaboration •
marketing

Government

Regulation
procurement

Front-loaded & cost-conscious design and project planning
Innovative contracting models with balanced risk sharing
A common and appropriate frame work for project management
Enhanced management of subcontractors and suppliers
Lean and safe construction management and operation
Rigorous project monitoring ( scope, time & cost )
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(Future) Best Practices

Actors
Actors

Company

Technology
Processes
Strategy
People

Sector

collaboration
marketing

Government

Regulation
procurement

• Differentiated business model and targeted consolidation & partnerships
• Sustainable products with optimal life-cycle value
• Internationalization strategy to increase scale
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(Future) Best Practices

Actors
Actors

Company

Technology
Processes
Strategy
People

Sector

collaboration
marketing

Government

Regulation
procurement

• Strategic workforce planning, smart hiring & enhanced retention
• Continuous training and knowledge management
• High-performance organization, culture and incentive schemes
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Actors
Actors

(Future) Best Practices

Company

Technology
Processes
Strategy
People

Sector

collaboration
marketing
• Cross-industry collaboration along the value chain
• Mutual consent on standards across the industry
• More data exchange, benchmarking and best practice sharing

Government

Regulation
procurement

Industry Shift
Framework

Actors
Actors

(Future) Best Practices

Company

Technology
Processes
Strategy
People

Sector

collaboration
marketing

Government

• Industry-wide collaboration on employer marketing
• Coordinated communication with civil society
• Effective interaction with the public sector
Regulation
procurement

Industry Shift
Framework
(Future) Best Practices

Actors
Actors

Company

Technology
Processes
Strategy
People

Sector

• Harmonized building codes/standards and efficient permit processes
collaboration
• Market openness to international firms and SMEs
marketing
• Promotion and funding of R&D techno, adoption and education

Government

Regulation
procurement

Industry Shift
Framework

Actors
Actors

(Future) Best Practices

Company

Technology
Processes
Strategy
People

Sector

collaboration
• Actively managed and staged project pipelines with reliable funding
marketing
• Strict implementation of transparency and anti-corruption standards
• Innovation-friendly and whole-life-cycle oriented procurement

Government

Regulation
procurement

The Construction Industry – Time for a Shift ?
The industry is crucial to society, the economy and the environment

Societal relevance

“We shape our buildings and, afterwards, our buildings
shape us”
Winston Churchill, 1944
Economic relevance
Construction has considerable interaction with numerous other sectors

Environmental relevance
The construction industry is the single largest global consumer of
resources and raw materials

The Construction Industry – Time for a Shift ?
The industry’s future will be shaped by a number of megatrends
Market and
Sustainability
customers
and resilience

Society and
workforce

Politics and
regulation

Demand in developing countries

Resource scarcity

Urbanization and housing crisis

Complex regulatory requirements

65%

of the next decade’s
growth in construction will
happen in emerging countries

No. 1

consumer of global
raw materials is the construction
industry

200k

people are added daily to
urban areas and need affordable and
healthy housing

25 different procedures are

required for a typical warehouse
construction permit in India

Globalized markets

Resilience challenges

Health/comfort needs of citizens

Stricter HSE and labour laws

1 in 2

3× as many disasters were

Bigger, more complex projects

Energy and climate change

123km

30%

E&C companies
plan to move into new geographies

reported last year as in1980

2-5×

10% of the workforce in

Talent and ageing workforce

Slow permit and approval process

higher than outside are the
levels of volatile organic compounds
found inside US

California had to come from the
“otherwise unemployable”

$1.2tn of infrastructure

of global greenhouse
gas emissions are attributable to
buildings

of general contractors are
50%
concerned about finding experienced

Sustainability requirements

Stakeholder pressure and organization

50%

67k

signatures were collected
opposing the construction of the Stuttgart
train station

Turkish construction workers
were kidnapped by militants in
Baghdad in September 2015

Massive financing need

Cyber threats

Politicization of construction

Corruption decisions

$1tn annual investments are

90% of firms agree that

the Portuguese government 49% of survey respondents
In
2011
cancelled a 165km (103 mile) high-speed

(76 miles) is the
length of the Undersea tunnel that
will connect Dalian and Yantai in
China
Ageing infrastructure

1 in 3

German railway
bridges are more than 100 years

needed to close the global
infrastructure gap

of the solid waste in the
United States is produced by the
construction industry

information controls have an
impact on front-line employees

crafts workers

train line project as an austerity measure

could be added by 2030 if all
countries committed to specific
time limits for approvals
Geopolitical uncertainty

18

believe corruption is common in a
Western European market

The Construction Industry – Time for a Shift ?
The industry must also confront internal challenges

Why does the industry have such an unimpressive record?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of innovation and delayed adoption
Informal processes or insufficient consistency in process execution
Insufficient knowledge transfer from project to project
Weak project monitoring
Little cross-functional cooperation
Little collaboration with suppliers
Conservative company culture
Shortage of young talent and people development

300

250

200

Relative
improvement
Non-farm business
labour productivity
CAGR +1.9%
More than
170%

150

100
CAGR -0.4%

John M. Beck, Executive Chairman, Aecon Group, Canada

50

Construction
labour productivity
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“Looking at construction projects today, I do not
see much difference in the execution of the
work in comparison to 50 years ago”

+153%

US labour productivity Index

-19%

The Construction Industry – Time for a Shift ?
The industry is ripe for and capable of transformation

Societal relevance
A mere 1% reduction in construction costs would save society about
$100 billion annually
Economic relevance
The global shortfall in infrastructure capacity is expected to reach $1520 trillion by 2030
Environmental relevance
By harnessing the capacity of the building sector, many countries can cut
emission rates cost-effectively and achieve energy savings of more than 30%

The Construction Industry – Time for a Shift ?
Unique construction environment

… and operates in a
complex client context

The industry has unique
characteristics …

Immature project deﬁnition and technical assessment

Multiple stakeholders with diverse interests/needs
Three different project owners are involved in the construction of
the Berlin airport.

Construction costs of the Hamburg Elbphilharmonie increased from
€241M to €789m

Project business and on-site construction

Over-preference for lowest price bid

High industry fragmentation

The launch of a 17km (11 mile) highway segment in Germany was
delayed by six months, as one bidder raised objections to the
tendering process – the lowest did had not been chosen

The United States has 710,000 E&C companies; 80% have just 10
workers or fewer

Low proﬁtability and capitalization
Global listed E&C companies have a weighted average total
shareholder return of only 5%

Highly cyclical and volatile business
The Spanish construction market declined from a peak of €151
billion in 2006 to just €70 billion in 2012

Unstable workforce
In Canada, about 25% of workers whose construction jobs are
terminated ﬁnd their next job in sectors outside construction

Unique
Construction
Environment

Insuﬃcient or incremental funding
Many US government contracts have an Availability of Funds clause
that limits the government's liability to pay the full amount claimed

Conservative clients
A minor problem with an innovative rapid-hardening concrete during
a night shift almost brought a public road project to a halt

Increased risk transfer to contractors
Emerging-market infrastructure investments with private
participation, which often involve a transfer of risk to contractors,
have tripled since 1995 and totaled $108 billion in 2014

Digital Transformation
What is Digital Transformation

“The definition of Digital Transformation is the
realignment of, or new investment in technology,
business models, and processes to drive new value
for customers and employees and more effectively
compete in an ever-changing digital economy”

Digital Transformation
What is Digital Transformation

Digital transformation is the latest industrial revolution

Steam, water,
mechanical
production
equipment

Division of labor,
electricity, mass
production

Electronics, IT,
automated
production

Blurring the
physical and the
digital divide

1784

1870

1969

2016

Fourth Industrial Revolution

Digital Transformation
Business value

86% of CEOs consider Digital their #1 priority
Technological advances
Demographic shifts
Shift in global economic power
Resource scarcity & climate change
Urbanization
28

39

Trends that will
transform
business, next
5 years (%)

58

86

69

CEOs believe technology
will transform their
business more than any
other global trends

Digital Transformation
Business values

Gain a
competitive
advantage

Deliver insight
and foresight

Increase your
bottom line

Better work
environment

Streamline
work

Deliver
innovative
outcomes

Digital Transformation
Adoption Strategies, so far…

Artificial
intelligence (AI)

Robots and
drones

Autonomous
vehicles

VR & AR

Big data analytics
and cloud

Social media and platforms

Custom
manufacturing
and 3D printing

Internet of Things
(IoT) and
connected devices

Companies are the industry shift spearhead
Advanced building and finishing materials

Technology, materials
and tools

Incremental innovation

The European Commission
estimates that 70% of
product innovation
across all industries is
derived from new or
improved materials

Radical innovation

Advances on traditional materials
and existing characteristics

New material combinations and
multi-functional characteristics

Innovative materials with entirely
new functionality

iQ Natural, an advanced vinyl flooring,
is 100% recyclable, using a bio-based
plasticizer. The product has TVOC
values 100 times below the strictest
European standards.

Lixil’s super-lightweight ceramic
sidings combine fast-hardening
cement with organic fiber to meet
the required performance at half
the weight

Rain-absorbing roof-mats, imitating
the process of perspiration,
considerably reduce airconditioning costs

Neopor is an enhanced styropor,
offering up to 20% efficiency
improvement in insulation

Self-healing concrete, generated
through the addition of bacterial
spores, is estimated to reduce
lifetime costs by up to 50%

Micronal, a microencapsulated phasechange material incorporated into
building materials, enables intelligent
temperature management

ArcelorMittal has launched organically
coated steel that achieves 30-year
guaranteed durability and does not
contain genotoxic, hexavalent chromium

Concrete admixed with special
construction chemicals achieves
50% faster curing times

Slippery liquid-infused porous surfaces
constitute super-repellent surfaces
inspired by the carnivorous nepenthes
pitcher plant

Higher recyclability/reusability

Reduced material costs

Higher energy efficiency

Early development/pilot phase

Reduced life-cycle costs

Faster construction process

Improved health/well-being

Market-ready

Companies are the industry shift spearhead
Standardized, modularized or prefabricated components

Technology, materials
and tools

Obstacles of prefabrication acceptance

• Misconceptions about quality & price
• Client demand for individual solutions
• Limited experience of the application of
prefabrication

• The risk in committing to particular off-site
suppliers
• Underutilization of the prefabrication factory space
• The high cost of transportation

Value chain companies adoption through
• Further develop modular construction systems
• Introduce an economic and logistical assessment

• Tailor on-site processes
• Collaborate with & educate customers
• Apply new construction concepts “Flying Factories”

Companies are the industry shift spearhead
(Semi-)automated construction equipment

(Semi-)automated
equipment potential
• Reduced construction
costs
• Increased productivity
• Higher quality
• Higher accuracy
• Fewer workmanship errors

Technology, materials
and tools

Improve
availability
of individual
equipment

Continuous monitoring and
preventive maintenance
and repair of construction
equipment

Volvo: Programme based
on a machine-tracking
information system
(Identify problems before
they occur, improving
equipment uptime)

Enhance
utilization of
a company’s
entire fleet

Central fleet management
systems and the tracking of
vehicle use increase the
utilization of equipment

Teletrac provides GPS fleettracking software with a
real-time view and
analytics, resulting in
reduced fuel consumption
of up to 30%

Use
equipment
better across
companies

Various forms of
equipment leasing and
sharing help to distribute
capacity more efficiently
across the industry

A large equipment
manufacturer has invested
in the start-up Yard Club, to
help in renting, thereby
reducing the cost of
owning equipment

• Improved safety

Companies are the industry shift spearhead
New construction technologies

Technology, materials
and tools

3D printing benefits

• Enables the production of
complexed shapes
• Promises up to 80% productivity
gains

• Important waste reduction
• Time shrink from weeks to hours
• Customized components at much
lower cost

Several issues persist
• Resolution problems

• A trade-off between scale and speed
• High costs (Still mostly applicable to low-volume,
high-value parts)

Companies are the industry shift spearhead
Smart and life-cycle-optimizing equipment

Technology, materials
and tools

Smart building is gaining in
popularity due to

• Technology Advancement driving down
the cost of sensors
• Adoption of connected devices
• Customers are demanding greater
energy efficiency
• 20-40% Reduction in operating costs
• Greater comfort by improved control

The adoption of smart-building equipment is
also a prerequisite for smarter cities and an
increasingly powerful influence on people’s
quality of life

Companies are the industry shift spearhead
Smart and life-cycle-optimizing equipment

Technology, materials
and tools

Sectors affected by this development

• Energy sector: Smart meters and demand response
are emerging
• Transportation: Smart technology enables smart
transport and parking facilities
• Housing: connected and smart devices gained
popularity

Various initiatives to increase the uptake
• Building up the relevant internal capacities

• Improving collaboration along the value chain
• Convincing customers of the long-term advantages
• Persuading governments to take the initiative

By interconnecting people, machines and data,
smart-building equipment is contributing
powerfully to the optimization of the O&M of
buildings and other constructed objects

